
CNNs

• Learn convolution filters for extracting simple features

• Repeat convolution→activation→pooling to learn increasingly 
higher-level features

• Max pooling produces a smaller summary output and is somewhat 
invariant to small shifts in input “objects”
• For examples where max pooling fails to achieve this and for a 

better way to do pooling, see Richard Zhang’s fix for max 
pooling linked on the course webpage



CNNs Encode Semantic Structure for Images
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CNNs Encode Semantic Structure for Images

final output for different 
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Pool 
2d actually, intermediate 

representations close 
to the last layer are 

also similar!

(intuition: recall the crumpled 
paper analogy!)
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Time Series Data

What we’ve seen so far are “feedforward” NNs



Time Series Data

What we’ve seen so far are “feedforward” NNs

What if we had a video?



… …

Time 0

Time 1

Time 2

Feedforward NN’s: 
treat each video frame 

separately
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Recurrent Neural Nets

RNN layerTime series

Feedforward NN’s: 
treat each video frame 

separately

RNNs: 
include output at 

previous time step as 
input to current time step

There are different kinds 
of RNNs, such as:
RNN (vanilla), 
LSTM, GRU



linear = np.dot(input, W.T) + b   \ 

        + np.dot(current_state, U.T)

Vanilla ReLU RNN

current_state = np.zeros(num_nodes)

for input in input_sequence:

                                  \ 

        + np.dot(current_state, U.T)

Parameters: weight matrices W & U, and bias vector b

How memory changes from one time step to the next is determined by an 
operation that looks like a linear layer followed by a nonlinear activation

memory that evolves over time; we want to learn how it changes

current_state = output

b is a 1D table: 
num_nodes entries

U is a 2D table: 
num_nodes by 
num_nodes

linear = np.dot(input, W.T) + b

input is a 1D table: 
num_features entries

Python list that 
can have any 

nonzero length!

W is a 2D table: # rows: num_nodes, 
# cols: num_features

linear is a 1D table: 
num_nodes entries

output = np.maximum(0, linear) # ReLU



Vanilla ReLU RNN

for input in input_sequence:

current_state = output

outputs = []

outputs.append(output)

current_state = np.zeros(num_nodes)

linear = np.dot(input, W.T) + b   \ 

        + np.dot(current_state, U.T)

For simplicity, in today’s lecture, we only use the very last time step’s output

In general: there is an output at every time step

output = np.maximum(0, linear) # ReLU



Recurrent Neural Nets

RNN layer

⇒ combine with other neural net layers

Time series models how output changes 
over time but does not know 

image or text structure!!!
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RNN layer
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apply CNN to each 
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semantically meaningful 

representation

⇒ combine with other neural net layers
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Recurrent Neural Nets
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N

Time series RNN layer
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semantically meaningful 

representation



Recurrent Neural Nets
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Recurrent Neural Nets

CN
N

Time series RNN layer
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models how output changes 
over time but does not know 

image or text structure!!!

⇒ combine with other neural net layers

apply CNN to each 
video frame to extract 
semantically meaningful 

representation



Recurrent Neural Nets

RNN layer

Text Positive/negative 
sentiment

Example: Given text (e.g., movie review, Tweet), figure out whether it has 
positive or negative sentiment (binary classification)

Common first step for text: 
turn words into vector 
representations that are 
semantically meaningful

Cl
as

sifi
er

Linear layer (2 nodes), 
Softmax activation



(Flashback) Do Data Actually Live on 
Manifolds?

Image source: http://www.adityathakker.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/word-
embeddings-994x675.png



Recurrent Neural Nets

RNN layer

Text Positive/negative 
sentiment

Example: Given text (e.g., movie review, Tweet), figure out whether it has 
positive or negative sentiment (binary classification)

Common first step for text: 
turn words into vector 
representations that are 
semantically meaningful

In PyTorch, use the
Embedding layer

Em
be

dd
in

g

Cl
as

sifi
er

Linear layer (2 nodes), 
Softmax activation



Word index Word 2D Embedding
0 this [-0.57, 0.44]
1 movie [0.38, 0.15]
2 rocks [-0.85, 0.70]
3 sucks [-0.26, 0.66]

Sentiment Analysis with IMDb Reviews

Training reviews

Step 1: Tokenize & build vocabulary

Step 2: Encode each review as a sequence of 
word indices into the vocab

Word index Word
0 this
1 movie
2 rocks
3 sucks

“this movie rocks”

“this movie sucks”

0 1 2

0 1 3

“this sucks” 0 3

Ordering of words 
matters

Different reviews can 
have different lengths

Step 3: Use word embeddings to represent each word



Word index Word 2D Embedding
0 this [-0.57, 0.44]
1 movie [0.38, 0.15]
2 rocks [-0.85, 0.70]
3 sucks [-0.26, 0.66]

Sentiment Analysis with IMDb Reviews

Training reviews

Step 1: Tokenize & build vocabulary

Step 2: Encode each review as a sequence of 
word indices into the vocab

Word index Word
0 this
1 movie
2 rocks
3 sucks

Step 3: Use word embeddings to represent each word
“this movie sucks”

[-0.57, 0.44]
[0.38, 0.15]
[-0.26, 0.66]

0 1 3



Sentiment Analysis with IMDb Reviews

[-0.57, 0.44]
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[-0.26, 0.66]
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RNN layer

For this lecture, we 
only keep the last 
time step’s output
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RNN layer

Each “layer” in orange 
dotted box corresponds 

to an iteration of the 
RNN's for loop & 

these layers share the 
same parameters!
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Sentiment Analysis with IMDb Reviews

[-0.57, 0.44]

[-0.26, 0.66]

Em
be

dd
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g
Em

be
dd
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g

0

3

“this sucks”

RNN’s work with variable-length inputs

Note: Often in text analysis, the word embeddings are treated as 
fixed, so we do not update them during training

Cl
as
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er

RNN layer

Each “layer” in orange 
dotted box corresponds 

to an iteration of the 
RNN's for loop & 

these layers share the 
same parameters!
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Example: 
2 training points (each 
one is a time series!)

These all share the same 
parameters!

These share the 
same parameters!Just as usual, minimize 

cross-entropy loss 
averaged across 
training points

Sentiment Analysis with IMDb Reviews



What if we didn’t use word 
embeddings?



Word index Word 2D Embedding
0 this [-0.57, 0.44]
1 movie [0.38, 0.15]
2 rocks [-0.85, 0.70]
3 sucks [-0.26, 0.66]

Sentiment Analysis with IMDb Reviews

Training reviews

Step 1: Tokenize & build vocabulary

Step 2: Encode each review as a sequence of 
word indices into the vocab

Word index Word
0 this
1 movie
2 rocks
3 sucks

Step 3: Use word embeddings to represent each word
“this movie sucks”

[-0.57, 0.44]
[0.38, 0.15]
[-0.26, 0.66]

0 1 3



Word index Word One-hot encoding
0 this [1, 0, 0, 0]
1 movie [0, 1, 0, 0]
2 rocks [0, 0, 1, 0]
3 sucks [0, 0, 0, 1]

Bad Strategy: One-Hot Encoding

Training reviews

Step 1: Tokenize & build vocabulary

Step 2: Encode each review as a sequence of 
word indices into the vocab

Word index Word
0 this
1 movie
2 rocks
3 sucks

“this movie sucks”

[1, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 1, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0, 1]

0 1 3
Step 3: Use one-hot encoding to represent each word

This strategy tends to work poorly in practice: 
distance between every pair of words is the same 

in one-hot encoding!



Recap/Important Reminder

• Neural nets are not doing magic; incorporating structure is very 
important to state-of-the-art deep learning systems

• Word embeddings encode semantic structure—words with 
similar meaning are mapped to nearby Euclidean points

• CNNs encode semantic structure for images—images that are 
“similar” are mapped to nearby Euclidean points

• An RNN tracks how what’s stored in memory changes over time 
— an RNN’s job is made easier if the memory is a semantically 
meaningful representation



Word index Word 2D Embedding
0 this [-0.57, 0.44]
1 movie [0.38, 0.15]
2 rocks [-0.85, 0.70]
3 sucks [-0.26, 0.66]

Sentiment Analysis with IMDb Reviews

Training reviews

Step 1: Tokenize & build vocabulary

Step 2: Encode each review as a sequence of 
word indices into the vocab

Word index Word
0 this
1 movie
2 rocks
3 sucks

Step 3: Use word embeddings to represent each word
“this movie sucks”

[-0.57, 0.44]
[0.38, 0.15]
[-0.26, 0.66]

0 1 3

In the demo, this part 
done by tokenizing all 

training data using spaCy

embedding_matrix (100-dimensional GloVe embeddings in the demo)



Variable-Length Time Series in PyTorch
In PyTorch, how do we specify a batch of time series of varying lengths?

Example: 5 data points (each one is a time series) of lengths 3, 2, 5, 1, 7

Common way: give a 2D table with all time series padded to the max length, 
and also give a 1D table specifying the lengths

Time steps

Data point

Blue entries contain actual 
values from the 5 time series

Gray entries contain 
padded values (e.g., zeros)

[3, 2, 5, 1, 7]

This shows up in the demo 
when we specify an example 

input to the neural net



Sentiment Analysis with IMDb Reviews

Demo


